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Abstract

Wireless networks are of high significance in current telecommunication systems, and in order to
improve these systems, Software-Defined Networks (SDN)is used to centrally monitor and control
the whole network with the help of a controller. The design of an SDN-based network is needed
to identify the optimal amount of controllers for improving the performance of the network. The
controller placement problem is determined on propagation latency but it failed to consider the
load balancing, fault tolerance, bandwidth consumption and data transmission rate. Plan to de-
velop a novel technique called Demming Regressive Multiobjective Dragonfly Optimized Controller
Placement (DRMDOCP) for an optimal number of controller placement for enhancing network per-
formance during different topologies. By applying DRMDOCP, the optimum number of controllers
are selected and placed into the network to improve the overall network’s performance. Therefore,
a delay minimization-based controller placement strategy is extremely preferred. The simulation of
the DRMDOCP technique and existing methods is conducted using a network topology dataset and
different performance metrics. The simulation results demonstrate that the DRMDOCP increases
the packet delivery, throughput and reduces the average latency, packet drop when compared to the
state-of-the-art method.
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1. Introduction

Wireless Networks is a highly dynamic nature, SDN is a promising network technology that dis-
tributes the programmable networks by partitioning the control and data plane from the conventional
architecture.The controlplane is then reasonably centralized in an external entity called a controller
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used to centrally monitor and control the entire network. Thus, several controllers are employed
for handling the software-defined wireless network to achieve the enhanced performance. Deploying
many controllers depend on dissimilar assignment parameters namely capacity of controllers, load
on switches, and latencies, and so on. Therefore, optimum amount of controllers effectively improves
network performance is known as controller placement problem.
In order to obtain minimal time consumption, Garter Snake Optimization Capacitated Controller
Placement Problem (GSOCCPP) was developed in [19]. But it failed to consider the different factors
such as load balancing, fault tolerance, bandwidth for minimizing the average latency. A varna-
based optimization (VBO) algorithm was introduced in [17] to solve Controller Placement Problem.
Though the designed VBO algorithm reduces the average latency, the throughput was not achieved.
A Parameter Optimization Model (POM) was introduced in [11] to resolve the controller placement
problem. The designed model reduced the time consumption but the parameter optimization prob-
lem algorithm was not solved to obtain a reasonable SDN controller placement scheme. A Placement
Availability Resilient Controller (PARC) system was developed in [4] for reducing Latency. The
designed scheme was failed to use the efficient optimization scheme for solving the controller’s place-
ment.
In order to solve the multi-objective controller placements and minimizing the switch-to-controller
delay, an efficient metaheuristic-based Reliability-Aware and Latency-Oriented controller placement
method (RALO) was designed in [6]. The designed method was not efficient to solve the fault-tolerant
controller placement. A controller placement approach was designed in [14] for solving the multiple
link failures, to minimize the latency. The designed approach was failed to solve the multi-objective
problems.
In order to improve the device-to-device communication by placing the controllers, Ant colony sys-
tem with external memory (ACS-EM) algorithm was introduced in [12]. However, algorithm failed
to solve the controller placement has additional parameter namely reliability and distance among
controllers. A multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) approach was introduced in [1] for selecting
an optimal SDN controller to enhance the QoS metric such as delay and throughput. But the other
metrics such as delivery ratio and the drop rate were not estimated.
A simulated annealing-based heuristic technique was introduced in [3] with the aim to minimize the
latencies from all switches to the particular backup controllers. The designed technique failed to con-
sider the inter-controller latencies and Load balancing aspects. A multi-period offline optimization
technique was developed in [7] to minimize the total cost and reduce the complexity. The designed
technique used more controllers to increase the flexibility of the dynamic control plane. But the
average latency was not accurately reduced.
In order to resolve the issues of controller placement in SDN, a novel machine learning-based op-
timization technique called DRMDOCP is introduced. The novel contribution of the DRMDOCP
technique is summarized as given below,

� A novel DRMDOCP is introduced for solving the multi-objective controller placement problem
by integrating the Demming regression with Dragonfly optimization.

� In DRMDOCP, dragonfly metaheuristic optimization is applied for finding the optimum con-
troller with the help of a multi-objective function that includes a propagation latency, load
balancing capability, bandwidth, fault tolerance and data transmission rate.

� The Demming regression is applied to a Dragonfly optimization to analyze the multiple objec-
tive functions and finds the best-fit controller among the populations. The final best solution
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helps to minimize the average latency of data transmission, drop rate and improve the through-
put.

� Finally, the simulation is conducted with the network topology for evaluating proposed DRM-
DOCP technique with existing methods based on different metrics.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related works on Controller Placement
Problem. Section 3 defines network structure, and formulating proposed DRMDOCP algorithm. Sec-
tion 4 explains simulation settings with network topology. Section 5 illustrates results of simulations
for three different methods. Section 6 explains discussion of algorithm evaluations.

2. Related Works

A Varna-based optimization (VBO) method was presented in [16] for reliable Controller Place-
ment has reduced overall latency of SDN.In order to consider other constraints of SDN optimization
approach was unsuccessful. A Reliable Controller Placement Problem Model (RCPPM) was devel-
oped in [9] to enhance the reliability of SDN. The designed model reduces the average execution time
but the multi-objective optimization was not considered.
Controller Placement Optimization was presented in [13] for software-defined wide-area networks to
reduce the latency. However, the designed optimization technique failed to consider the different link
optimization method was introduced bandwidths. A Pareto Integrated Tabu Search (PITS) algo-
rithm was introduced in [15] to detect the optimal position of controllers to improve the performance
of the network. However, the machine learning-based approach was not applied for predicting the
optimum controllers for the placement methodology.
Evolutionary Multi-Objective Placement of SDN Controllers was developed in [18] for solving the
fault tolerance. Though the average execution time of the controller’s placement was minimized,
the average latency was not minimized. A simulated annealing-based algorithm was designed in
[20] to solve the objective function for improving the throughput and spatial link failure probability.
However, the designed algorithm failed to minimize the packet drop.
An efficient, heuristic multi-objective optimization method was introduced in [8] for controller place-
ment. The designed method failed to consider the load balancing and optimal resource management
cost. A simulated annealing genetic algorithm was designed in [5] for reducing latency with adequate
wireless controllers. However, the designed algorithm failed to improve the throughput.
Controller Placement Genetic Algorithm (CPGA) was designed in [10] for reducing latency-based
assignment in link load balancing. However, the higher throughput was not achieved. Generic Con-
troller Adaptive Load Balancing (GCALB) algorithm was introduced in [2] to increase the through-
put and response time metrics. But the designed algorithm was not solving the multiple objective
problems for achieving higher throughput.

3. Methodology

SDN assists a centralized networking system where a controller handles the global view of the
network. With help of softwarization, the capability for examining and controlling the network
is called as controller. In order to manage huge network traffic, single controllers are deployed.
Therefore, wide area networks have current SDN for making various controllers. It is important
research trouble with minimum number of controllers. Based on the motivation, a novel technique
called DRMDOCP is introduced. The system model of the proposed DRMDOCP is discussed in the
below subsections.
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Figure 1: graphical model of the controller placement problem

3.1. System model

The system model of proposed DRMDOCP technique is discussed. Here, the controller placement
problem is organized into the undirected graphical model G(s, e) where sdenotes set of switches and
indicates set of links among switches. The number of controllers’C = φ1, φ2, ..., φn is positioned in
an optimal way in the SDN-based infrastructure.

Figure 1 illustrates graphical model of controller placement problem where the red-colored circle
denotes switches and the blue-colored denotes controllers. The SDN consists of a central controller
with overall network visibility that communicates to\any switch directly for improving the speed of
data transmission. According to network topology number of controllers are deployed in network
is analyzed based on multiple objective functions. In DRMDOCP technique, the shortest distance
among switch and controller placement is identified with binary variable [0, 1] depend on multiobjec-
tive functions optimum solution has various factors namely propagation latency (αlat), load balancing
capability (αload), bandwidth (αbw), fault tolerance (αft), and data transmission rate (αDTR).
Binary variables have been applied for finding shortest distance among switch and controller is math-
ematically expressed as a given below,

D(si, Cj) =

{
1, if (minαlat) and (maxαload, αbw, αft, αDTR);
0, otherwise.

(3.1)

Where, D(si, Cj) represents the distance function between the switches “si” and controllers “Cj”
If the binary function returns “1”, then the switches are linked to the optimal controllers. Otherwise,
the binary function returns “0”. In this way, the controller placement is solved by using the following
mathematical optimization.

3.2. Mathematical optimization model for controller placement

In this section, the Mathematical optimization model is designed by using called Demming Re-
gressive Multiobjective Dragonfly optimization. The proposed dragonfly optimization is the meta-
heuristic technique that helps to find an accurately better solution to the optimization problems. The
Multiobjective represents the proposed dragonfly optimization algorithm that solves the multiple ob-
jective problems in the controller placement such as propagation latency, load balancing capability,
bandwidth, fault tolerance, and data transmission rate.
The behavior of the dragonfly is a movement which is seeking for its food source. Here the dragonfly
is related to the number of controllers “C = φ1, φ2, ..., φn” and the food source is related to multi-
objective functions i.e., propagation latency, load balancing capability, bandwidth, fault tolerance,
and data transmission rate. A proposed Demming Regressive Multiobjective Dragonfly optimization
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works on the basis of a population-based approach called a swarm. The proposed optimization starts
to initialize the population of the “n” number of dragonflies (i.e. controllers “C = φ1, φ2, ..., φn”) in
the search space (i.e. SDN).

C = φ1, φ2, ..., φn (3.2)

After the initialization process, the fitness is computed for each dragonfly in the current swarm
population. The fitness is calculated based on multiobjective functions. Initially, propagation latency
among switches and controllers are estimated.
In networking, propagation latency is the amount of time taken of the data to transmit from the
controller to the switches. It is mathematically estimated as given below,

αlat = time [TD] (3.3)

Where, αlat denotes a latency, TD denotes a data transfer from the controller to the switches.
Load balancing capability (αload) between the switch and controllers is measured based on the calcu-
lation of load factor. The load factor is measured as the fraction of the average load to the maximum
demand during a particular time.

Lf =

[
AvgL
maxD

]
(3.4)

Where, Lf denotes a load factor, AvgL denotes an average load, maxD denotes a maximum
demand. A load factor less than “1” is said to be a controller that has better load balancing
capability.
Bandwidth is defined as the maximum rate of data transfer capacity in a specific amount of time
from the controller to the switches.

αbw =

[
maxD(bits)

S

]
(3.5)

Where, αbw denotes a Bandwidth, maxD(bits) denotes a maximum rate of data transfer in terms
of bits, S denotes a second. Therefore, the bandwidth is measured in terms of Mega or Gigabits per
second (Mbps or Gbps).
Fault tolerance in the SDN is the capability of a controller to continue operating properly when the
failure occurs. The failure rate of controller is estimated based on amount of failures that occur to
the entire operating time. It is mathematically formulated as given below,

Rf =
Number of failures

Total operating time
(3.6)

Where, Rf denotes a failure rate. If the failure rate is minimum and then the controller has better
fault tolerance capability. The data transmission rate is defined as the amount of data transmitted
over a channel within a particular unit of time. The units used for this are bits/s.

Based on the above-said parameters, the fitness is estimated based on the regression function.
Deming regression is a machine learning technique that helps to analyze the given input (i.e., con-
trollers) and finds the best fit from the populations by satisfying the multi-objective functions. The
regression estimation is expressed as given below,

Yi = ϑ0 + ϑ1[MO(C)], where MO(C) ∈ αlat, αload, αbw, αft, αDTR (3.7)
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Where, Yi denotes an output of regression function, ϑ0 and ϑ1 indicates the regression coefficients,
MO(C) denotes multiobjective estimation. Based on the regression analysis, the controller has min-
imum latency and higher load balancing capacity, bandwidth, fault tolerance and data transmission
rate are chosen as the optimal for controller placement. Based on the analysis, the fitness is computed
as given below,

F = argminαlat&&argmaxαload, αbw, αft, αDTR (3.8)

Where, F indicates a fitness function, argmin denotes an argument of a minimum function,
argmax denotes an argument of maximum function.
Based on the fitness measure, there are four swarming behaviors of dragonflies are estimated in the
search space. The four behaviors are separation, alignment, cohesion, and attraction towards the
food source that helps to find the global optimal solution among the population.
Initially, the separation process is carried out to find out the current position of dragonflies and the
position of neighboring dragonflies.

β1 = −
n∑

j=1

(xit − xjt) (3.9)

Where, β1 indicates a separation of the dragonflies, xit denotes a current position of a dragonfly,
xjt symbolizes a position of the neighboring dragonflies, “n” is a number of neighboring dragonflies
in search space.
The second process is an alignment that specifies the movement velocity of dragonflies towards that
of the neighboring dragonflies.

β2 =
1

n

n∑
j=1

τj(t) (3.10)

Where, β2 indicates an alignment, τj(t) stand for a velocity of neighboring dragonflies, “n” denotes
neighboring dragonflies.
Thirdly, the cohesion process is carried out to find the tendency of dragonflies towards the center of
the mass of their neighborhood.

β3 =
1

n

n∑
j=1

[xjt − xit] (3.11)

From (3.11), β3 represents a cohesion process of the dragonfly, xjt indicates a position of the
neighboring dragonfly, xit be a position of a current dragonfly, n is the number of neighborhoods.
Finally, the attraction process towards the food source is estimated based on the current position of
the food source and the position of the dragonfly.

β4 =| xf − xit | (3.12)

From (3.12), β4 represents an attraction towards a food source, xf indicates a position of the food
source, xit be a current position of the dragonfly.
The position of current dragonfly gets updated along with their neighborhoods,

Xi(t+1) = Xi(t) +∇Xi(t+1) (3.13)
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Figure 2: Flow diagram of Demming Regressive Multiobjective Dragonfly optimization

From (3.13), Xi(t+1) symbolizes the updated position of the dragonfly, Xi(t) is the current position
of a dragonfly, ∇Xi(t+1) indicates a step vector that is used to find the movement direction of the
dragonfly.

∇Xi(t+1) = ω1β1, ω2β2, ω3β3, ρfβ4 + θ ∗ x(t) (3.14)

From (3.14), ω1 indicates a weight of separation function (β1), ω2 is the weight of alignment
function β2, ω3 is the weight of cohesion β3, ρf stand for a food vector, β4 is the attraction to-
wards a food source, θ indicates an inertia weight that helps to controls the convergence behavior of
optimization,x(t) indicates a position of the dragonfly at time “t”. Based on the updated results, the
global best solution is identified.

Figure 2 reveals the flow process of Demming Regressive Multiobjective Dragonfly optimization
for finding the optimal controller. After finding the optimum controller, equation (3.1) is applied for
performing the controller placement in SDN. The algorithmic process of the proposed DRMDOCP
technique is described as follow,

Algorithm 3.2 describes the step-by-step process of Demming Regressive Multiobjective Dragonfly
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optimization for controller placement. Initially, the numbers of the controller’s populations are
generated in search space. For each controller, the multi-objective function is measured. Then the
regression is applied for analyzing the estimated multi-objective functions. Based on the regression
analysis, the fitness is estimated. After that, there are four various principles of the swarm behaviors
of the dragonfly optimization that are calculated for finding the global best based on position updates.
This process gets iterated until it reaches the maximum iterations. Finally, the optimum placement is
said to be obtained. Based on the analyzed results, the optimum number of controllers are selected
and placed into the network to improve the overall network performance. Therefore, it is highly
preferred to design an efficient network for improving the network throughput and delivery ratio and
minimizing the latency.

4. Simulation Setting

Extensive simulation of the DRMDOCP and existing GSOCCPP [19], VBO [17] is carried out in
an NS-2 simulator using a GBN network topology taken from Networking Training Datasets. The
simulation results are evaluated using different parameters namely packet delivery ratio, packet loss
rate, throughput and average latency.

5. Performance Results and Discussion

The simulation results of the DRMDOCP and existing GSOCCPP [19], VBO [17] are discussed
with respect to various performance metrics such as average latency, throughput, and packet drop
rate and packet delivery ratio. Through the simulation analysis, it is verified that the proposed
DRMDOCP technique in this paper is better than the previous methods.

� Packet delivery ratio: It is referred as amount of packets effectively delivered from source
to the destination pair in network. The formula for calculating the Packet delivery ratio is
formulated as given below,

RPD =

(
ND

N

)
∗ 100 (5.1)
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Table 1: simulation parameters and values

Where, RPD denotes packet delivery ratio, N denotes number of data packets, ND denotes
number of packets successfully delivered. It is measured in terms of percentage (%).

� Packet drop rate: It is referred as amount of packets dropped from source to destination
pair in network. It is measured as given below,

Packet drop rate =

(
number of packets dropped

N

)
∗ 100 (5.2)

Where N denotes the number of data packets. It is measured in terms of percentage (%).

� Throughput: It is referred as amount of data packets (i.e. size) successfully delivered from
source to the destination pair in a specific time. Throughput is calculated as given below,

Throughput =

(
Amount of data packets delivered (bits)

time (sec)

)
∗ 100 (5.3)

The throughput is estimated in terms of bits per second (bps).

� Average latency: It is defined as time interval to transfer the data packets from controller
to switches.

LAvg = N ∗ t[TD] (5.4)

Where, “L′′
Avg denotes an average latency, N denotes the number of data, and t[TD] denotes a

time consumed for performing the data transmission. It is measured in terms of milliseconds
(ms).

Table 2 provides the analysis of the comparative results of three heuristic-based optimization
solutions namely DRMDOCP and existing GSOCCPP [14], VBO [5] for controller placement. The
observed comparative results indicate that the performance of DRMDOCP is better in terms of
achieving a higher packet delivery ratio. In simulation setting, every algorithm is achieved by 10
runs, and numbers of switches are same for all the controllers. In the first run, 25 data packets
are considered. By constructing the graphical model, the delivery ratio between the controllers and
switches is estimated. With the application of DRMDOCP, 21 data packets are successfully delivered
from source to destination pair of nodes. Therefore, the delivery ratio of DRMDOCP is 84% and the
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Table 2: comparative results of Packet delivery ratio

Table 3: comparative results of Packet drop rate

delivery ratio of existing GSOCCPP [19], VBO [17], 80% and 76%. Likewise, the nine various runs are
carried out with the various counts of the input. The obtained results of DRMDOCP technique are
compared with existing methods. The average of ten comparison results is taken into consideration
of final results. The average results prove that the DRMDOCP increases the performance of packet
delivery ratio by 4% and 8% than the conventional methods [17, 19].

Figure 3 depicts the convergence plots of packet delivery ratio versus amount of data packets
ranges from 25 to 250. As shown in the plot, the number of data packets is considered as input and
the packet delivery ratio is observed as output. The output of the three optimization techniques
DRMDOCP and existing GSOCCPP [19], VBO [17] are represented by three different colors namely
orange, red and green. From the observed results, the packet delivery ratio is found to be improved
by using the DRMDOCP than the other methods. The significant reason is to apply the Regres-
sive Multiobjective Dragonfly Optimization technique. The proposed optimization technique finds
the optimal placement of controllers among the switches in the network. The optimum controller
placement increases the data delivery between the source and destination pair.

The table 3 values indicate that the packet drop rate versus a number of data packets using
three different optimization techniques namely DRMDOCP, GSOCCPP [19], VBO [17]. For the
simulation intentions, the number of data packets is taken as input in the ranges from 25 to 250.
The observed result validates that the packet drop rate using the DRMDOCP technique is decreased
when compared to the existing optimization techniques. However, with the ‘25’ number of data
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Figure 3: Convergence plots of packet delivery ratio

packets considered for simulation, the packet delivery ratio being ‘16%’ and the observed packet
drop rate of existing [17, 19] are ‘20%’, and 24%. The average of ten various results indicates that
the overall average rate of packet drop rate of DRMDOCP is considerably reduced by 23% when
compared to GSOCCPP [19], and 38% when compared to existing VBO [17].

Figure 4 displays convergence plots of packet drop rate of the three methods. As shown in the
plot, the orange color denotes packet drop rate of proposed DRMDOCP and red and green color cone
denotes packet drop rate of existing GSOCCPP [19] and VBO [17] respectively. The graphical plot
confirms that the DRMDOCP reduces the packet drop rate than the other two existing methods.
The major reason is to perform the optimum placement of the controllers in the network. Controller’s
placement is performed depending on higher bandwidth and balancing load capability. This helps
to minimize the packet drop between the sources and the destination pair of nodes.

Table 4 above shows the performance of the throughput for all three methods. Taking the as the

Table 4: comparative results of throughput
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Figure 4: Convergence plots of packet drop rate

Table 5: comparative results of average latency

metric to show the performance of the DRMDOCP against the existing method. While considering
the size of the data packet is 15KB and the throughput of the DRMDOCP model is 175bps. Then
the throughput of the existing GSOCCPP [19] and VBO [17] are 160bps, 147bps respectively. In
this way, the throughput gets increased while increasing the size of data packets from source node.
Throughput of proposed DRMDOCP is considerably increased by 10% and 19% than the existing
methods.

Figure 5 demonstrates the convergence plot of throughput with the size of the data taken in the
ranges from 15KB to 150KB based on the three different methods namely DRMDOCP, GSOCCPP
[19], and VBO [17]. As shown in the figure, the throughput increased with an increasing number
of sizes of data packets. Compared to other existing optimization methods, the proposed multi-
objective optimization provides superior performance in terms of achieving higher throughput. The
reason behinds this improvement is to find the higher bandwidth capacity and the data transmission
rate of the controller. This helps to improve the number of data packets effectively delivered from
source to destination pair in specific time.

Finally, table 5 and figure 6 given above show the average latency comparisons made for three
different optimization methods namely,DRMDOCP, GSOCCPP [19], and VBO [17] respectively. The
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Figure 5: Convergence plots of throughput

Figure 6: Convergence plots of average latency
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above figure is clarifying that the rate of average latency is directly proportional to the unmanned
vehicles involved in the simulation. In other words, increasing the number of switches causes an
increase in the latency rate also. However, ‘2’ switches are considered for simulation, the average
latency being ‘0.2ms’ using DRMDOCP and an average latency of existing GSOCCPP [19], and
VBO [17] being ‘0.4ms’ and ‘0.7ms’. From this result, it is inferred that the average latency is said
to be minimized using DRMDOCP upon comparison with [19] and [17]. The reason behind the
improvement is due to the application of the Deming Regression-based Multiobjective Dragonfly
optimization technique. The regression function accurately analyzes the objective of the controller
having the best fault tolerance capability as well as load balancing capacity. This helps to minimize
the latency of data packet transmission from source to destination pair.

6. Conclusion

Placement of controllers is a significant process in the large-scale SDN. The performance of
SDN is maximized and controller placement reduces the average latency of SDN. The regression-
based optimization technique is used to improve throughput and minimize latency. The optimal
solution for placement of controllers under multi-objective functions achieved through the Deming
regressive multi-objective dragonfly optimization. Also, the proposed DRMDOCP techniques have
experimented with aid of conventional works based on the GBN network topology. The performance
of DRMDOCP technique is analyzed using factors namely packet delivery ratio, packet drop rate,
throughput, and average latency and compared with state-of-the-art works. The simulation results
indicate that the DRMDOCP has improved the performance of data packet delivery, throughput,
and minimization of latency and drop rate when compared to the state-of-the-art works.
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